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Bolton comedian announces first tour in 12 years

PETER KAY
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Editor’s notes...

CONTACT US: www.visionmagessex.com | woodford@visionmag.co.uk | 0208 088 0386

@visionmagessex        @visionmagessex        Vision Magazine Essex

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Jacob Collick

At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date according to COVID-19 government guidelines

HOME & DIY | GARDENING | PETS | HEALTH & FITNESS | BEAUTY | FASHION | 

HISTORY | LOCAL NEWS | FOOD & DRINK | TRAVEL | BUSINESS & PROPERTY | 

SPORT | PUZZLES | MOTORING | KIDS | WHAT’S ON | TECHNOLOGY | THE LISTINGS

All pages are recyclable 

Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision SouthWoodford.

Like many people concerned about the cost of living at the moment, I’ve 

been reviewing my bil ls and expenses to see where I can make savings. It 

comes down to luxury versus necessity, but make sure you think twice before 

deciding what you can do without.

Some businesses may be thinking they should cut down on their advertising 

and marketing in the current climate. However, I’d argue that it’s now 

more important than ever to do all you can to generate income for your 

business. I have always used the phrase, ‘If nothing changes, nothing 

changes.’ This can be used in l ife as well as in business.

Of course, if you need support or help getting visibi l ity for your business, please get in touch with 

us and we’l l see what we can do to help.

It seems no sooner are the Halloween decorations taken down than the Christmas decorations start 

appearing. As a child, the festive season seems to take forever to come around, while as an adult, it comes 

round all too quickly - and goes by just as fast. So it’s important to enjoy every second while it lasts.

Please also try to spend your pound locally and support your local businesses this Christmas. I’m sure they wil l 

appreciate it. Wishing everyone a merry Christmas and happy New Year. 

           Brett Shohet

This is your town’s hyperlocal magazine, delivering to homes and businesses every month.
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NOW OPEN ON

EPPING HIGH STREET

essex@homehubgroup.co.uk

homehubgroup.co.uk

@HomeHubGroup

We supply and 

install windows 

and doors.

01992 276 046

For more information www.oaktreeschools.co.uk

ADDITIONAL SENIOR ENTRANCE EXAM (FOR YEAR 8 AND 9 2023) AT 

BRAESIDE AND NORMANHURST SCHOOLS ON WEDNESDAY 8 MARCH. 

THE OAK-TREE GROUP OF SCHOOLS 

020 8508 3109

ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATION

SIT JUST 1 ENTRANCE EXAM TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ALL 3 
OF THE OAK-TREE GROUP’S SENIOR DEPARTMENTS

INCREDIBLE 

OPPORTUNITIES 3
1

CHOICE OF MONDAY 16 OR TUESDAY 17 JANUARY 2023

CONTACT THE SCHOOLS DIRECTLY OR REGISTER ONLINE TO BOOK A PLACE 

BRAESIDE 
SCHOOL

NORMANHURST 
SCHOOL

COOPERSALE HALL 

SCHOOL
EPPING

WWW.COOPERSALEHALLSCHOOL.CO.UK

BUCKHURST HILL
WWW.BRAESIDESCHOOL.CO.UK

NORTH CHINGFORD
WWW.NORMANHURSTSCHOOL.CO.UK
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WHIPPING UP A WHIPPING UP A 

S
tormzy’s appeal is widespread – a musician, a fashion icon, a fulcrum for equality in what is 
a complicated social landscape, and the first grime artist to headline Glastonbury.

With a new album out, the rap star – real name Michael Ebenezer Kwadjo Omari Owuo 
Jr – explains that his journey to greatness is no accident, but the result of sheer determination 
and hard work.

Stormzy will never be everyone’s cup of tea. His music is genre-splitting but ultimately relies on a listener’s 
ear for rap, grime and dubstep-infused combinations. Meanwhile, his politics often lean on diversity, equality 
and race, leading to an unapologetic prevalence of support for Black artists, musicians and students.

Yet whether you respect the 29-year-old Croydon native for his take on music and life or not, the fact he 
has battled back from depression, and is vocal in promoting good habits and good actions as methods 
for combating the mental and psychological ills of modern society, mean he deserves the stage he finds 
himself on.

Stormzy also possesses the humility to talk about the wider elements that influence his music, rather than 
simply pushing the marketing button for This Is What I Mean, his third studio album.

“Nothing would be possible without having a clear head and knowing what it is we have to do in this 
world to survive,” he begins. “I realised a long time ago that exercise was the only mechanism that would 
truly keep me straight, and that’s why so much of my focus is on building physical and mental strength.

“When you put on muscle, people are quick to label you as someone who wants to pose or show off, 
but it’s nothing like that for me. Strength is just a by-product of a fitness regime that keeps my brain, my 
head, in the right place.

“If I didn’t do it, some days I don’t think I’d be able to cope.”
Pushing his own vulnerability at potentially falling back into “the darkness” is an interesting slant, 

particularly in a music genre where confidence and bravado play such a big role in the promotion 
game. Yet while the rapper does accept imperfections in his armour, Stormzy is never less than 100 
per cent driven to achieve.

“I find it strange and uncomfortable to aim for anything less than the greatest,” he offers, with 
typical bravado. “That doesn’t even make sense for me, that. 

“If I was going to be an engineer or I was going to be a baker, or I was going to be a fireman, 
why would I not aim to eventually be the greatest at my job? 

“I’ve never understood why I should just try to be the best rapper in London, or even the best 
rapper in the UK. I don’t want to be the best rapper in the UK. I want to be the best artist in 
the UK.”

Stormzy’s new album will doubtless take him another step closer to his goal. It is a collection 
of 12 tracks revolving around race, love, fame, influence and contentment. “All our experiences 
get us to a certain place, and right now this is where I am,” he says. “It feels right to be putting 
this record out – it feels good.”

     P
hoto credit: TraceyW

elch/Shutterstock
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EMPIRE

Office: 0208 088 3259
office@empireupvcandroofing.co.uk 
www.empireupvcandroofing.co.uk

Visit Our Showroom at:
Unit 50 Hillgrove Business Park

Nazeing New Road, EN9 2HB

Empire UPVC and Roofing Specialists independently trade throughout Hertfordshire
and a 40 mile radius from our office in Nazeing.

15
YEAR
Guarantee

Felt, Tile & Slate Roofing
Liquid Rubber Roofing
Fibreglass Roofing
Roofing Leadwork
All Roof Windows

All Roofing Repairs & Maintenance
Moss Removal
Gutter Cleaning & Unblocking
UPVC Fascias, Soffits & Guttering
UPVC & Hardie Plank Cladding

FULLY INSURED

CELEBRATING INFLUENTIAL BROADCASTER 
AND BLOGGER LUCY EDWARDS
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T
here’s not a teenager out there 
who hasn’t had to overcome 
setbacks – disappointing A 

Level results, the pain of unrequited 
love, and more.
For Lucy Edwards, the pain was 

rather longer lasting. When she was 
17 years old, a life-changing operation 

designed to cure a rare genetic condition 
called incontinentia pigmenti turned out to be 

the most temporary and painful of reprieves. Lucy’s 
sight returned to its fullest state, yet for a brief and 

tormenting four hours only.
Now aged 24, Lucy’s sight has deteriorated to the point 

where she is holding on to the very last bits of light 
perception. However, she refuses to buckle 

under the pain of missed experiences or 
opportunities.

Instead, by “owning” the condition, 
she has styled for herself a career at 
the BBC – she was Radio 1’s first-
ever blind presenter, and is a notable 
fashion and style blogger/vlogger, 
with more than 650,000 YouTube 
and 150,000 Instagram followers. 
She regularly posts under the 
#blindnotbroken hashtag and has 
also published a book, The Blind 

Beauty Guide.
In everything she does, Lucy looks 

to give hope and encouragement to 
countless others looking to get their 

life ambitions back on track following 
disability setbacks.
“It is the trauma that drives me forward,” 

she says. “I thought I should be open about 
my feelings because this brings about change. If I 

didn’t share my life online, I don’t think others would be 
as knowledgeable about blindness. 

“It is important to show that anyone can do anything if they want to.”
An important element of that is a new perception of beauty. For Lucy, her 

beauty routine is a holistic exercise that doesn’t just rely on visuals. It’s about 
taking time for herself, relaxing and unwinding with candles, music and aromas.

She adds: “As a blind person, these are things that mean so much to me.”

Blind Ambition 
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T
here is nothing like a bold slick of red lipstick to signal the start of the festive party season, and 
the right shade has the ability to transform any look from okay to outstanding. 

Here’s how to get the perfect red lip, plus how to choose the right shade for your skin tone. 
 
STEP 1: Prep your lips – Always buff your lips before you apply lipstick as this 
will help to ensure that your lips are free from flakes and plumped up ready 
for application. Use a clean toothbrush or lip scrub, followed by lip balm.
STEP 2: Apply foundation – Foundation makes a great base for lipstick 
and can help your chosen shade stay put for longer. Use your normal 
foundation for best results. 
STEP 3: Use a nude pencil – Rather than using a red lip pencil, a nude 
one is more forgiving of mistakes and can help you to achieve 
the perfect shape. 
STEP 4: Fill in the colour – Use a lip brush to gradually build up 
colour on your lips rather than applying the lipstick directly. 
Add several coats for best results. 

RED LIPSTICK SHADES FOR EACH SKIN TONE
Universal shades: True red shades that boast equal 
amounts of blue and orange look good on every 
skin tone. 

Fair complex ions: Opt for a pink-based undertone such 
as raspberry, which will complement the pink tones in 
your complexion. 

Light complex ions: Both neutral and warmish 
complexions suit orange-based reds as these will 
pick up the golden undertones of your skin. 

Medium complex ions: If you tan easily, then you 
should change your lip shade based on the 
season. In the summer, choose an orange-
based red. During the winter, opt for a 
cherry red.

Olive complex ions: With yellow-green 
undertones, you should look for a brick- 
or rust-coloured red that will warm 
your complexion. 

Dark complex ions: Dark and golden 
skin tones boast a yellow undertone 

so can pull off a bold red lipstick. 
Alternatively, blue-
based reds give a 
more natural look. 
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Ravishing reds
WO Sports

 in partnership 
with

Christmas Holiday Christmas Holiday 
Multi Sports CampMulti Sports Camp

Lots of Indoor fun activities 
(Arts & Crafts & learn new games)

At    West Hatch High Sch,  

   High Rd, Chigwell,  

   Essex, IG7 5BT

For  Ages 10-16

On     Mon 19 to Thurs 22 Dec 

  from 9am - 3pm

FREE for kids on Free School  
Meals and for other low income  
or vulnerable young people

£9.00 for others (meals inc.)

TO BOOK:TO BOOK: 
0203 287 36160203 287 3616
www.wo-sports.co.ukwww.wo-sports.co.uk 

To see more of our styles & to book an appointment

0208 088 0940 l lolafiku@hotmail.co.uk

138 Hermon Hill, South Woodford

 lolas.salon_hermonhill

EXCEPTIONAL 

Hair & Beauty

Bridal Makeup | Nails

Hair Styling | Colour | Blow Dry 

Hair Treatments

LOLA’S
SALON
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15 Open-Ended Questions to 
Help Children Think

Tell me about what 

you built, made,

created.

Can you  

describe  

what  

happened?

What do you  

like best about it?

Tell me about what you saw.

How did you feel when you  

finished it?

What did you learn?

How might you do it  

differently?

Tell me about how  

you worked  

together.

Help develop your child’s curiosity, reasoning ability, creativity,  

critical thinking and independence by asking open-ended questions. 

What did 

you see 

happening?

How do you 

know that is 

the right  

answer?

What do  

you think  

will happen  

next?

How did  

you work it out?

Can you think of a  

new way to do it?

What would you do  

different next time?

Why did you choose  

_____  over  ______?

Call us today at 020 3856 4466

tutordoctor.co.uk/woodford-loughton-chingford
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D
o you love creating handmade cards and gifts for your 
family and friends at Christmas? These handprint and 
footprint designs are super cute and offer the perfect 

way to personalise a wide range of presents this festive 
season. 

If you are making a custom plate or mug, after following the 
below steps, apply a glaze with a brush or sponge to protect 
from water and wear and tear.

YOU WILL NEED:

Child-safe paint (red or brown) such as finger paints or poster 
paints | Red pom poms or buttons | Goggle eyes | PVA glue 
| A small bell | Ribbon | What you would like to print on – A4 
card, a roll of paper to make wrapping paper, plate, etc

HOW TO MAKE:

> If making a card, fold the A4 card in half.
> Dip your child’s hands in the paint and place on the front of 

the white card – these are the reindeer’s antlers.
> Dip one of your child’s feet in the paint and place on the card 

below the handprints – this is the reindeer’s face.
> Glue the eyes to the top of the footprint. 
> Glue a button or a red pom pom to the centre of the footprint 

for the nose. 
> Glue the bell and ribbon to the heel area of the foot. 

 
YOU WILL NEED:

Red and white poster paint | Cotton wool | PVA glue | 
Goggle eyes | Black marker pen | What you would like to 
print on – card, wrapping paper, plate, mug, etc

HOW TO MAKE:

> If making a card, fold the A4 card in half.
> Paint your child’s fingers in white paint. 
> Paint the lower half of their palm and thumb red. 
> Paint the top of their palm peach (mix some red and 

white paint together to make this colour).
> Press down on the coloured card. 
> Once dry, draw on Santa’s face and glue on the eyes.
> Stick cotton wool at the end of the thumbprint and 

along the top of the red to form Santa’s hat.
> If painting an item of crockery, omit the cotton wool; use 

enamel paint instead and apply a clear gloss glaze to finish.

CHRISTMAS CREATIONS
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S
oft, warm and oh so comfy, slippers are a 
staple for many. However, could they be 
doing more harm than good to your feet? 

Let’s find out.

INSUFFICIENT HEEL SUPPORT: Your choice 
of footwear should provide both support and 
protection, especially if you are wearing them for 
long periods of time. However, with every step you 
take in slip-on footwear, your toes are forced to 
grasp the slipper to lift it off the ground and carry 
it, which has a negative effect on the muscles and 
joints of the foot. 

INSTABILITY ALL UP YOUR BODY: Slippers 
challenge all the joints in your body owing to their 
lack of ankle support. In fact, an unstable ankle can 
drag both your knees and hips in, downwards or 
outwards, depending on your body type. This can 
cause a whole host of problems, including pain and 
poor posture. 

HIGHER RISK OF FALLS: For the elderly, who 
are already at a greater risk of slipping and falling, 
slippers can be extremely dangerous. Slippers 
provide very little grip compared to other types of 

footwear, which means that you are more likely to 
lose your balance, especially when walking on tiled, 
wooden or vinyl floors. 

NON-BREATHABLE: Although slippers are meant 
to keep your feet cosy, they can easily make them 
too hot if they are made of poor-quality, synthetic 
fabric. This can create a breeding ground for fungi 
and bacteria and increase your risk of athlete’s foot. 

SO WHAT SHOULD YOU WEAR ON YOUR 

FEET IN THE HOUSE? 
Opt for supportive, lace-up shoes that stay on the 
foot as you walk as these will cushion and protect 
your feet.

Some of the most supportive footwear brands 
include:
> Birkenstock Milano 
> FitFlop 
> TOMS
> Kalahari 

It is also a good idea to walk around barefoot 
sometimes as this can help to strengthen and 
stretch the muscles, tendons and ligaments in your 
feet. This helps to improve balance and to prevent 
injury, knee strain and back problems. 

SLIPPERS

ruining 
ARE YOUR

YOUR HEALTH? 
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Let's Talk

Get in touch with me, 

Holly Simon, to arrange 

your free 10 minute 

consultation now

07931 585312

info@queenscounselling.co.uk

www.queenscounselling.co.uk

2nd Floor, 28 Queen’s Road 

Buckhurst Hill, IG9 5BY

Trauma can include Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, historical experiences, 

abuse or memories, which impact on the body and mind on a regular 

basis, causing symptoms such as sleep deprivation, overthinking,  

alter-ego’s, dissociation, phobia’s, anxiety or panic attacks.

Addiction can include alcohol, drugs, sex, 

porn, exercise, shopping, eating or anything 

else that you feel you cannot do without but 

wish to change.

Relationships are any relationship of 

significance, and may be couples, siblings, 
parent/child, open, polyamorous and more.

None of these lists are limited and nothing is excluded. Please do not feel 

that you need to continue trying to manage alone. Sometimes just sharing 

your thoughts and feelings are a start to feeling supported, understood 

and able to visualise changes...

I am an Integrated Therapist, specialising in trauma,  

addiction and relationship therapy.
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W
hen it comes to festive food, chestnuts go hand-in-hand 
with Christmas. However, did you know that there are many 
different ways you can cook and enjoy these mouthfuls of 

nutty deliciousness? 

About chestnuts  
Chestnuts are the large edible fruit of the chestnut tree and are popular in 

both Europe and China. When you cook chestnuts, they produce a delicate 
and slightly sweet flavour, with a soft texture that has a similar consistency to baked 

potatoes. You cannot eat raw chestnuts so they must be cooked before 
serving. 

Three ways to cook chestnuts

Boil them: To boil chestnuts, you first need to score them, before 
placing in a saucepan of cold water. Bring the water to the boil and 
allow to simmer for three minutes. Remove from the heat and then 

carefully scoop out a few at a time, before peeling off the shell and 
skin with a knife. 

Roast them in the oven: To roast chestnuts, you first need to pierce each nut 
to prevent them from exploding owing to internal pressure. Then place on a baking 
sheet in an oven that has been preheated to 200°C/180°C fan/gas mark 6. Roast 
for 15-20 minutes, turning occasionally. Wait until they are just cool enough to 
peel, and serve warm.

Roast them on the fire: Take an aluminium pie plate or tinfoil pudding dish. 
Make cuts in the chestnuts and place the plate on a grill 

over white-hot coals. Shake the plate or dish periodically 
using heatproof gloves and roast until tender. 

How to enjoy chestnuts 
 Mashed with sweet potatoes, carrots or 

cabbage 
 Mixed with sausage meat, bacon and 

cranberries to make stuffing 
 Blended with chickpeas to make a 

festive hummus 
 Made into a purée 

and used to make 
chocolate chestnut 

cupcakes. 

How to cook with

chestnuts
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33 Family Run  3  3  Quality Service  3 3 Fresh Ingredients

3 3 Serving Great Food for over 20 years

3 3 Exclusive Private Hire for Parties & Events

3 3 Every Saturday – T&G’s Bottomless Brunch

CALL US TODAY OR BOOK ONLINE

T&G’S TAPAS BAR & BISTRO

Celebrate in Spanish StyleCelebrate in Spanish Style

MERRY 
CHRISTMAS & 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 
TO ALL OUR 
CUSTOMERS

020 8508 0526  33 info@tngtapas.co.uk  33 www.tngtapas.co.uk

154 High Road, Loughton, Essex, IG10 4BE

82 Nightingale Lane London E11 2EZ
www.thelanewanstead.co.uk

TEL: 020 8989 1500

New generation masterchefs distill the purest methods of preparing traditional, fine Indian cuisine and fuse with contemporary 
innovation. Steeped with only the freshest spices, chilli peppers and subtlest of flavourings, favourite menus and classic dishes 

are redefined to mouth-watering, modern stylish tastes.

Discover the depths of Indian flavours.

*Excludes drinks and desserts. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer. 

Excluding special days and events. One voucher per table. Expires 30th November 2022.

DINING IN VOUCHER

E X C L U S I V E
£10 OFF
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W
e’re used to hearing about the history and 
provenance of our culinary loves – tales 
of family traditions and secret recipes that 

have been handed down for centuries.
To say that tiramisu doesn’t fit into that category 

perhaps sounds like an attempt to besmirch it slightly, 
but the opposite is actually true. Instead, this is a 
dessert whose parentage is surprisingly recent.

The dish was invented by Italian restaurateur Ado 
Campeol in 1972 – thus the tiramisu has just 

completed half a century of service in cafés, 
restaurants and kitchens. In that time, it has 
been popularised the world over.
Now is an apt moment to celebrate the 

dessert, as Campeol passed away at the age 
of 93 this October.

The pudding has an 
impressive legacy, especially 

as a combination of eggs whipped with mascarpone 
cheese, coffee-soaked biscuits and bitter cocoa 
powder perhaps doesn’t sound like the most obvious 
taste combination.

The name ‘tiramisu’ translates to mean ‘lift me up’ 
in Italian due to the kick offered by the coffee, while 
rum or marsala is typically added to the mix to offer a 
premium, eclectic edge.

QUICK TIRAMISU RECIPE

INGREDIENTS:

3 tsp instant coffee granules | 3 tbsp coffee liqueur 
| 250g tub mascarpone | 85g condensed milk |  
1 tsp vanilla extract | 4-6 sponge fingers |  
1 tbsp cocoa powder

STEP ONE: Mix the coffee granules with 2 tbsp 
boiling water in a large jug and stir to combine. 
Add the coffee liqueur and 75ml cold water. 
Pour into a shallow dish and set aside.

STEP TWO: Make the cream layer by 
beating the mascarpone, condensed milk 
and vanilla extract with an electric whisk until 
thick and smooth.

STEP THREE: Break the 
sponge fingers into three 

pieces and soak in the 
coffee mixture for a few 

seconds. Put a few of 
the sponge pieces in 
the bottom of two wine 
or sundae glasses and 
top with the cream 

mixture. Sift over the 
cocoa and chill for at least 

one hour before serving.

CELEBRATING THE BOOZY ITALIAN DESSERT THAT ALWAYS OFFERS A LIFT

TIRAMISU
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D
id you know that while you’re tucking into 
your roast turkey and all the trimmings 
on Christmas Day, over in Japan, they’re 

chowing down on crispy chicken with a selection 
of sides? 

HHOOWW  DDOO  TTHHEE  PPEEOOPPLLEE  OOFF  JJAAPPAANN  
CCEELLEEBBRRAATTEE  CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS??  
In Japan, Christmas is still a secular holiday as 
less than one per cent of the population identify as 
Christian. Instead, they use this holiday as a time for 
families and friends to have parties, make plans for 
dinner and enjoy general celebrations. 

WWHHAATT  IISS  TTHHEE  JJAAPPAANNEESSEE  KKFFCC  
CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS  CCRRAAZZEE?? 
An estimated 3.6 million Japanese families treat 
themselves to KFC every festive season, with what 
has to be one of the world’s most unique Christmas 
food traditions. 

In fact, demand is so high that locals often have 
to queue for hours to get their hands on a bucket or 
two of this popular cuisine. 

HHOOWW  DDIIDD  TTHHIISS  TTRRAADDIITTIIOONN  SSTTAARRTT??
This peculiar demand for KFC at Christmas came 
about because of a campaign that was inspired 
by Takeshi Okawara, the manager of the first-ever 
KFC in Japan. Shortly after it opened in 1970, he 
woke up at midnight with the idea to sell a ‘party 
barrel’ of fried chicken on Christmas Day. In 1974, 
the marketing campaign went national, calling 
it Kurisumasu ni wa Kentakkii, or Kentucky for 
Christmas. The rest, as they say, is history. 

WWHHAATT  DDOOEESS  TTHHEE  KKFFCC  CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS  
MMEEAALL  CCOONNSSIISSTT  OOFF??  
As well as buckets of fried chicken, families in 
Japan tuck into lots of sides, cakes and even wine. 
Some of this year’s offerings include:
> A box of chicken for 3,780 yen (around £22)
> A party box with eight pieces of chicken, a lasagne 

and a chocolate cake for 4,000 yen (around £25)
> A premium roasted chicken and sides for 5,800 

yen (around £35)
On average, these packages account for a whopping 

one-third of the chain’s yearly sales in Japan. 

KFC KRAZY! 

Photo credit: Nicolas Datiche/SIPA/Shutterstock
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GET IN TOUCH FOR MORE 

INFORMATION & TO BOOK

SPLENDOUR 

ENJOY A LUXURY 
EXPERIENCE

THE FUNKY MONK HOTEL AND RESTAURANT

EXTRAVAGANCE

GLAMOUR

RESTAURANT p HOTEL p   BAR p LOUNGE

NINE SUMPTUOUS SUITES
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CHRISTMAS MENU

p

LADIES PROSCECCO LUNCHES

ECLECTIC WINES  p  CHAMPAGNE  

COCKTAILS  p  CANAPES 

EVENTS  p  LIVE MUSIC /DJ

SPECIALISING IN SEAFOOD 

DELICIOUS 
FINE DINING
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01992 276063
www.funkymonkhotel.com

  funkymonkhotel

236 High Street, Epping, CM16 4AP
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 0208 472 1144    www.chduk.com

120 Woodgrange Road, London E7 0EW   info@chduk.com

LIVE LIFE LUXURYLIVE LIFE LUXURY

Kitchen - Bedroom - Flooring

25
YEARS

HOW TO 

Untangle
D

ecorating your home for Christmas should be a joyous occasion but, 
if your Christmas lights are a tangled mess, this task can quickly turn 
into a full-on stressfest. 

STEP 1: Get in a positive frame of mind 
If you are already feeling frazzled and frustrated, then things 

are only going to get worse when you start 
trying to untangle your lights. Therefore, 
you need to make sure you are feeling 
relaxed and in the right frame of mind. 

Pop on some festive songs, pour yourself 
your favourite festive drink and take a few 

deep breaths before you begin. 

STEP 2: Make sure you have enough space 
You need to make sure you have sufficient 

space to lay your lights out on a flat surface, 
such as on the floor or across a large table. 

STEP 3: Start with the plug 
Always start with the plug when untangling 

your Christmas lights. Once located, gently 
work the plug through the knots. Be careful not 
to pull too hard as this may damage the lights. 

STEP 4: Use a pencil or pen 
If you come across any knots that are preventing you 

from unravelling your lights, gently use a pencil 
or pen to tease them out. 

STEP 5: Keep your lights in a 
straight line 
As you untangle your lights, make sure 

you keep them in a straight line to prevent 
further knots. It can be beneficial to enlist a helper 

to do this with you and to help you hang your lights on 
the tree. 

HOW TO STORE YOUR LIGHTS TO PREVENT TANGLING:
> Wrap your lights around a piece of cardboard and then wrap 

tissue paper around them to prevent damage. 
> Alternatively, wrap them around a wire coat hanger and 
store somewhere safe. 

CHRISTMAS      LIGHTS 
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•

•

WE CARRY OUT ALL 
HOME RENOVATIONS

• 

CHECk OUT OUR GOOGLE REviEWS

Garage Conversions | Bathrooms | Kitchens | Full Decorating

New Flooring | Plumbing & Heating | Electrical | Glazing 

Roofing | Tiling | Handyman & Locksmith Services 

Cleaning | Extensions & Loft Conversions | Clearances 

Plus much more… 
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• 
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• 
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••

WE NOW OFFER FINANCE 
ON ALL REFURBISHMENT 

PROJECTS

WE OFFER WE OFFER 
FREE ESTIMATESFREE ESTIMATES

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Roofing
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• Certifications
• 
• 

t: 020 4538 3560 | m: 0794 939 4403

e: info@lillywhtepropertygroup.com

www.lillywhitehomerenovations.com   @L

 LillywhitePr

 LillywhitePr

 LillywhitePropertyGroup  

 LillywhitePr

 LillywhitePr LillywhitePropertyGroup  @L @LWMaintenance

L I L LY W H I T E  P R O P E R T Y  G R O U P  LT D

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL | NO JOB IS TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL

Domestic Oven Cleaning Specialists
Est. since 2007

Trading Standards 
Approved

PLEASE CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION

01279 432444  www.ovenbright.co.uk

Prices
Single oven incl. shelves & grill pan ............................. £43.00
Double oven incl. shelves & grill pan ........................... £54.00
Range incl. shelves & grill pan ........................... From £54.00
AGAs ...................................................................... From £90.00
Hobs ...................................................................... From £14.00
Extractors ............................................................. From £15.00
Microwaves .......................................................... From £20.00
...................................................................................... No VAT to pay

MEMBER

AFTER

BEFORE

PUT THE SPARKLE BACK INTO YOUR KITCHEN

A
popular winter flowering houseplant 
that will make a great addition to 
your home this festive season and 

beyond, the Christmas cactus is easy to 
care for and maintain. 

Why choose a Christmas cactus? 
You may have already seen Christmas cacti 
in your local garden centre as they seem 

to be everywhere at this time of year, and with 
very good reason. A blooming succulent which is 
very easy to grow, Christmas cacti boast stunning 
flowers, and when tended to properly, can live for 
up to 100 years. They also release oxygen at night 
instead of throughout the day, which means they 
can help to improve your quality of sleep. 

How to plant a Christmas cactus 
Christmas cacti are easily propagated by cutting 

a short Y-shaped segment from the stem tips of 
healthy plant foliage. Plant the segment a quarter of 
its own length deep in slightly sandy soil and then 
evenly moisten it. Place the cutting in a well-lit area 
but not in direct sunlight. 

How to pot a Christmas cactus 
When choosing a pot for your Christmas cactus, 
you need one that features a drainage hole at 
the bottom. This will help to prevent the soil from 
becoming too wet. Christmas cacti thrive in almost 
any type of potting mix that is formulated for 
succulents. 

How to care for your Christmas cactus
Unlike other cacti, Christmas cacti are not native 
to hot and arid environments, which means they 
require completely different care. This houseplant 
should be kept in bright but indirect light, with an 
ideal daytime temperature of around 21 degrees 
and an evening temperature of 15-18 degrees. 
Water your Christmas cactus around once every 
2-3 weeks, but only when the top one-third of the 
soil feels dry to the touch. 
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F
or a few years, it seemed you couldn’t turn on the television or open a newspaper without seeing 
a mention of Peter Kay.

The larger-than-life Bolton-born comedian always seems to have had the Midas touch since 
bursting onto the scene when winning Channel 4’s So You Think You’re Funny? contest in 1997.

A year later, he was nominated for a Perrier Award for his stand-up show at the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival, and by the time the Millennium came round, he was a regular on our TV screens, extolling 
a brand of observational yet irreverent comedy across multiple successful sitcom series. Included in 
these is the iconic Phoenix Nights – which, despite its legacy, only totalled 12 episodes – Max and 

Paddy’s Road to Nowhere, Peter Kay’s Car Share and Peter Kay’s Comedy Shuffle. Switching almost 
seamlessly between filmed commitments and hilarious stand-up, it seemed Kay could do no wrong.

Kay’s self-removal from the public eye was the subject of much speculation after he wrapped up his 
last TV projects back in 2017. It happened when his 90-date Have Gags, Will Travel tour planned for 
2018/19 was cancelled. 

He broke cover on events shortly afterwards, referencing The Lily Foundation, which works to 
raise awareness of mitochondrial disease in the UK.

He wrote: “The Lily Foundation is an inspiring charity that helps to improve the lives of children 
with mitochondrial disease.”

Mitochondrial disease is a term that covers a range of often devastating conditions involving 
the failure of mitochondria, which live inside cells and which play a key role in providing energy. If 
they do not work properly, this can lead to serious problems for the body.

“I’ve had first-hand experience of the foundation’s work and I’m proud to raise both awareness 
and much-needed funds to help with the inspiring work it provides to children and their families,” 
said Kay.

With his family’s health issues now, seemingly, in a place where he can refocus on work, the 
funnyman, now 49, is getting back to what he does best with his first UK tour in 12 years. Aptly 
titled Peter Kay Live: Better Late Than Never, he will visit Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool, 
Leeds, Sheffield, Belfast, Newcastle, Dublin, Glasgow, Cardiff and Nottingham between 
December 2022 and August 2023.

However, such was the demand for tickets that the Ticketmaster site crashed under the weight 
of demand. Subsequently, additional dates have been added for 2024 and 2025.
Kay insisted that the ticket prices reflect the £35 cost from his last UK tour, way back in 2010. 

“The cost-of-living crisis has hit most and will hit everyone at some point,” he said. “It’s something 
I would do for free if I could. But even if I can’t do that, this isn’t a money-making exercise – it’s an 

honour to be in demand still after all this time and I’m excited about having a laugh with people in a 
live setting all over again.
“I also may be a bit rusty… hence the freezing of the ticket price,” he joked.
In addition, Kay, the recipient of four BAFTAs and a National Television Award, has been announced 

as the first artist in the world to perform a monthly residency at the O2. At a time when what we’re 
allowed to laugh at seems under more scrutiny than ever before, it seems we could all benefit from 
knowing the way to Amarillo… or the North Greenwich arena, at least.

ONE OF BRITAIN’S BEST-LOVED COMEDIANS RETURNS

TO BE OKAY
Everything’s going

Photo credit: Trinity Mirror/Mirrorpix/Alamy Stock Photo 
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LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood
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Four members of an organised crime gang, including 
a man from Woodford, have been jailed for their 

roles in a spate of high-end vehicle thefts worth nearly 
£2.8million. 

One member of the group, Dwaine Dixon (pictured 
left) of Blenheim Court, Woodford, appeared at 
Isleworth Crown Court on Friday, November 4, 
alongside three others.  

Dixon was jailed for a total of five years and 11 
months for conspiracy to steal and burglary, while 
three other members of the group were jailed earlier 
this year.  

The thefts, many of which took place at Heathrow 

Airport car park, were committed using a program that 
created a digital key for cars with keyless technology, 
enabling the thieves to gain entry and drive off in 
seconds.

Chief Superintendent Ian Howells, Operational 
Command Unit Commander for Aviation Policing, 
said: “This is an excellent example of an extremely 
thorough and diligent investigation which has resulted 
in a dangerous criminal network being closed down.

“As well as the distress caused to victims, the manner 
in which they carried out their offending presented a 
real danger to the public and I am pleased that they 
have now been brought to justice.”

Men arrested afterMen arrested after
theft of cars worth £3million
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There’s no place like
Home Hub

homehubgroup.co.uk

Windows • Sliding Doors • Bifold Doors • Roof Lights

With no pressure sales, transparent pricing and 
exceptional service levels you’ll feel right at home 
with Home Hub. Come and see us at our beautiful 
lifestyle showroom in Epping - call 01992 948989 
to book an appointment.

@HomeHubGroup

01992 948 980 

essex@homehubgroup.co.uk

137-139 Epping High Street

With no pressure sales, transparent pricing and 
exceptional service levels you’ll feel right at home 
with Home Hub. Come and see us at our beautiful 
lifestyle showroom in Epping - call 01992 948989 
to book an appointment.

@HomeHubGroup

01992 948 980 

essex@homehubgroup.co.uk

137-139 Epping High Street
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Children’s hospice 
launches appeal

Woodford-based Haven House Children’s Hospice 
is appealing to the public to donate to its new 

campaign to help bring joy to children this festive 
season.

The campaign, called A Gingerbread Christmas, 
tells the story of six-year-old Deshawn (pictured above 
right), who has hypoplastic left heart syndrome, a 
condition where the left ventricle of the heart does not 
develop properly, preventing the heart from pumping 
blood around the body effectively.

Deshawn receives support from Haven House at 
home, and the charity’s appeal has been inspired 
by his love for baking with his hospice health care 
support worker, Natalie. 

His mum Crystal (pictured above second from right) 
said: “Natalie comes to our house every week to play 
with Deshawn and to give us some respite time so we 
can look after our daughter Aria or run some errands. 

“As soon as Natalie walks through the door, the 
house is full of giggles and games. Natalie’s fun and 
friendship has brightened our lives.”

Siân Wicks, chief executive at Haven House, said: 
“Every day, a family like Deshawn’s needs our help, 
and we’re here to support them. But we can only do 
that with the help of our local community.”

You can donate to A Gingerbread Christmas at 
www.havenhouse.org.uk/gingerbread-christmas

Cannabis farm discovered as 
firefighters tackle blaze

A suspected cannabis farm was discovered 
when firefighters attended a house fire in South 

Woodford.
Six fire engines and around 40 firefighters attended 

the property on Walpole Road on Saturday, October 
29, at 5.28am, and brought the fire under control by 
7.17am. Eight people left adjacent properties before 
the brigade arrived.  

The fire destroyed the loft of the property. Fortunately, 

no one was injured.
A London Fire Brigade spokesperson said: 

“Cannabis factory fires can be particularly dangerous 
because of the way criminals use unsafe wiring to 
illegally obtain electricity in order to grow the plants.

“They’re often on top floors or in lofts, which means 
when a fire takes hold, it spreads.

“Firefighters can also be exposed to risks when 
dealing with the fires because of bad wiring and traps 
at some of the properties.

“It’s important that people know the key signs and 
inform the police so that they can act swiftly to prevent 
these dangerous fires from happening.”

The signs of a cannabis factory include a strong 
and sickly sweet smell, constantly covered windows, 
strong and constant lighting, and lots of cables.

Enquiries are ongoing.

Fundraising campaign 
launched to create garden

A local gardening group has launched a 
crowdfunding campaign to turn a section of Ray 

Park into a community garden.
The Woodford Greeners are looking to raise £6,200 

to restore the small, octagonal 18th-century walled 
garden within Ray Park. 

Funds raised by the crowdfunding campaign will 
go towards installing proper irrigation and building a 
timber pergola-style gazebo to provide a sheltered 
area where workshops can be held. 

On the fundraising page, the Woodford Greeners 
said: “Our project will help to bring to life an unused 
area of the park and make it more accessible. 

“It also presents a wonderful volunteering opportunity 
for local residents in Woodford Green to come 
together to learn about gardening, forge friendships 
and be physically active outdoors.

“All the perennial flowers when fully grown will 
be transferred to public planters in the community, 
including in the high street and around local schools. 

“The new gazebo will provide an invaluable space for 
workshops, enabling local people to learn new skills.”

For more information or to donate, please visit  
www.spacehive.com/ray-park-community-garden
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Photo credit: Woodford Greeners

Photo credit: Susannah Fields Photography

Did you know your smartphone 

can now control your alarm 

system through an app?

Control your security

Be Appsolutely connected

CCTV Systems l Alarm Systems 

Fire Alarms l Door Entry Systems l Safes

Vehicle Alarms & Tracking l Ghost Immobilizers 

020-8529-5710 l www.cobra-ss.co.uk 
155 Station Road, Chingford, London, E4 6AG

 NEW SYSTEMS SUPPLIED 
& FITTED FROM £450.00 
(OR WE MAY BE ABLE UPGRADE 

YOUR EXISTING SYSTEM)

ASSISTED LIVING  ELECTRICS  HOME SECURITY

Glade Energy Services can solve your lifestyle 

and mobility challenges with a range of devices, 

budgets and connectivity options.

 Home Consumer Units  Landlords  Smart Living 

 CCTV  Smoke Alarms  Indoor & Outdoor Lighting 

 Sockets  Outdoor Power  Fault Finding 

 Heating Controls  Shower Installation

Website: www.gladeenergyservices.com

Office phone - 020 3906 2863

MAKE THE MOST 
OF YOUR HOME
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The numbers at our October meetings, 
particularly at Copped Hall, were very good, 

and the hall certainly is a place worth visiting if you 
have not yet. I went and was fascinated at what, in 
time, will be a truly great local community benefit.

One of our recent talks was titled Coast of East 
Anglia by David Simmonds, and took place on 
Wednesday, November 16, at All Saints Church 

Hall, Woodford Green.
Our last meeting for this year is titled The Amazing 

History of Lighthouses by Mark Lewis, and takes 
place at 10.30am on Tuesday, December 13, 
at Memorial Hall, St Mary’s Church, High Road, 
South Woodford.

If it’s not too early, best wishes for the holiday 
season and hope for a peaceful New Year.
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Pub chain apologises Pub chain apologises 
Pub chain Greene King recently paid compensation 

to a group of people who were refused service at 
the Rose & Crown in Woodford Green earlier this year. 

The incident occurred on April 23, when 12 Irish 
Travellers planned to watch a boxing match at the 
pub. The first six pub-goers to arrive were allegedly 
asked to leave, while the other six were told not to 
show up. 

According to solicitors Howe + Co, they were told 
they had to leave as Greene King had a policy not to 
serve Irish Travellers, though this has been denied by 
the board of directors. 

In a statement on their website on November 15, 
Greene King said: “Greene King sincerely apologises 
to the 12 individuals who were discriminated against.

“This behaviour is in contrary to all that we at Greene 

King believe in. We have a commitment to ‘calling time 
on racism’ and we are working hard to make sure that 
we all live up to these values. 

“We have ensured that the team in the Rose & 
Crown has had full training in this area, in addition to 
our company-wide efforts, to promote inclusion and 
diversity and eliminate racism in our company.

“We have apologised unreservedly to the 12 
individuals involved, paid them compensation as 
well as their legal costs, and have made a charitable 
donation to The Traveller Movement at their request.”

Yvonne MacNamara, CEO of The Traveller Movement, 
said: “The Traveller Movement is pleased that Greene 
King has settled this instance of discrimination, and 
apologised to the affected individuals. We hope that 
they now have the closure they deserve.”

Woodford and District

National TrustJason’sJason’s
D E C O R A T I N G

62 Hatch Lane London E4 6LQ

Add colour to 
your life

Interiors & Exteriors

Full Decorating 

Services

Contact Jason on

07943 848437 
Jasonlukwago@gmail.com

Call for a Call for a FREE quotation FREE quotation 

0208 088 36590208 088 3659

WE GIVE YOU YOUR SPACE BACK!WE GIVE YOU YOUR SPACE BACK!

 HIGH STANDARDS 

 COMPETITIVE PRICES 

 HARD WORKING TEAM

 LICENSED & FULLY INSURED

  All jobs left tidy &  

completed promptly

  85% of all rubbish is recycled  

& saved from landfill

  No job too big or too small  

– single items taken

 Same day service available 

 Residential & Commercial 

Designing Your Home 

Into Reality

0208 088 2958

www.virtuearchitecture.co.uk

bilal@virtuearchitecture.co.uk

Virtue Architecure has

been providing home 

owners full design 

services for over 10 years. 

With over 200 approved 

projects we are Loft and 

Extension Specialists.

Contact us now for a 

Free Quote or Advice
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Club out of competitionClub out of competition
Woodford Town FC suffered a heartbreaking 

penalty shootout defeat in the Isuzu FA Vase 
second round on November 12.

Fakenham Town won the match at Ashton Gate 
Stadium 4-3 on penalties. 

Despite having three penalty shootout victories 
under their belt this season already, including a 4-2 win 
over Sawbridgeworth Town in the FA Vase first round, 
misses from Dimi Christou and André Anderson saw 
The Woods knocked out of the competition, ending 
their cup journey. 

Woodford Town took the early lead in the 10th 
minute, with a header from Alejandro Machado from 
the penalty area. 

Fakenham went on to score either side of half-time, 
with Jack Robinson scoring both of the visitors’ goals. 

Although Woodford Town were able to equalise late, 
courtesy of Machado’s half-volley and second goal of 
the game, they were unable to find a late winner and 
the game went to penalties. 

In the Essex Senior League, Woodford Town 
continued their fine form with a 4-0 win over second-
from-bottom in the league Clapton FC on Friday, 
November 4.

Woodford Town also played Barking FC on 
November 18, losing 1-3 with the Barking goalkeeper 
receiving a late red card and Joshua Phillips scoring a 
94th-minute consolation goal.

07756 94285907756 942859
sean.drury@zerodrytime.com

We also clean hard floors including: tiles, 

amtico, karndean, vinyl, wood & stone

zerodrytime.comzerodrytime.com

Dry carpet cleaning

Upholstery cleaning

Leather restoration

Hard floor cleaning

Enjoy Brighter, 
Fresher, Dry 
Carpets & 
Upholstery

Dry Carpet, Upholstery & Hard Floor Cleaners

No soggy carpets or wet dog smell

No soggy carpets or wet dog smell

Get your free quote

SPECIAL 
OFFER 3 FOR 2 3 COMPLETED AREAS 

FOR THE PRICE OF 2

People purchasing real Christmas trees this year 
can dispose of them after the festivities and 

support a great cause at the same time.
Haven House’s popular annual Christmas recycling 

initiative is now open for people to register their tree for 
collection in the New Year for recycling in exchange for 
a donation to the children’s hospice.

Hospice volunteers will be collecting trees from the 
following postcodes: E4, E11 1, E11 2, E12 5, E17, 
E18, IG7, IG8, IG9, IG10, on January 7 and 8, 2023. 

Jenny Pearce, head of community fundraising and 
engagement, said: “Haven House can help you enjoy 
a hassle-free end to the Christmas period with our 
environmentally friendly service, which also raises 
funds for our vital care. We hope the community can 
get behind our recycling initiative, now in its third year, 

so we can reach our target of raising £12,500 for our 
specialist care services. A huge thank you to Bricks 
Estate Agents for sponsoring us this year. We really 
appreciate their support and generosity.”

Haven House provides round-the-clock care at the 
hospice and through outreach services in the home 
and local community. Services include day care, 
overnight stays, end-of-life care and bereavement 
support, as well as life-enriching activities such as 
sensory play, music therapy and physiotherapy. 

To register your tree, go to www.havenhouse.org.uk/
Christmas-tree-recycling 

The hospice would also welcome people to volunteer 
their time and drivers with vans to help collect trees 
on the days. Please contact Haven House on 07715 
990097 or email events@havenhouse.org.uk
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C
hristmas is a time to relax and spend time with 
your loved ones. And your four-legged family 
members also love the chance to enjoy more 

time together, as well as greeting visitors, taking in 
different sights and smells, and giving you puppy-
dog eyes for extra treats.

Your dog can bring joy this Christmas, and hanging 
out together can also help you escape from the 
seasonal stress.

Dog behaviourist Zoe Willingham, who has 23 
pups, shares seven magical moments you can enjoy 
this Christmas.

1 . Count down to Santa Paws’ arrival with their own 
doggy advent calendar and make them happy every 
morning.

2. Give them a special toy to play with when you 
dress the Christmas tree so they’re not jumping up 
at the baubles.

3. Top up your training to make sure they have the 
essential skills to wow your guests and anyone you 
visit with their impeccable manners.

4. Get social and enjoy a festive feast at your 
favourite dog-friendly pub or restaurant. 

5. Wrap up warm and get outdoors together. It 
might be chilly, but being in the fresh air, taking in the 
scents, and spending time with you means your dog 
will be happy and content.

6. After your wintry walk, what’s cuter than seeing 
your dog curled up snoozing while you watch your 
favourite Christmas film? 

7. Your pup is sure to be top of Santa’s Nice List, so 
make sure they have a doggy stocking packed with 
fun toys and healthy treats to open on Christmas 
morning.

Want to chat about fun activities you can 
enjoy with your dog or ask a question about 
training? For more tips and advice, please visit  
www.bestbehaviourdogtraining.co.uk

at Christmas
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T
he sight of water either pooling in a gutter or, worse still, spilling 
out over the side of it, can signal real issues for your home. 
The autumn and winter months bring together the ultimate 

combination of factors that mean it pays to check your gutters now before any 
problems have the chance to get worse.

Your utter gutter nightmare is started by an accumulation of plant debris, sticks, 
twigs, leaves and bracken. This can be blown onto your roof, dropped by flying birds 
or, as far as moss goes, may have grown there.

This accumulation of dead matter can form an impenetrable path for rainwater, 
leading to leaks, damp and mould. A constant drip of liquid over a surface will soon 
compromise brick material and coatings, with the water penetrating through gaps 
in the mortar. It will eventually hit your internal plaster layer, often getting trapped 
behind paint and wallpaper, whereby it will spread across the wall.

The first you may know about this is a discolouration of wallpaper, or a slightly wet 
stain that’s cold to the touch. At this point, that handful of stuck leaves may have 
compromised an entire wall, which will require drying out and possible replastering.

Externally, blocked gutters can also rot wooden fascia boards around your roof. 
These are in place to deflect water and wind from the property, and when they 
deteriorate, their effectiveness drops.

Finally, blocked gutters can also lead to foundation damage; and if you have a 
cellar or basement – or any other room below surface level – this will be particularly 
susceptible to flooding.

While you may imagine scaling a ladder in order to hook out a handful of 
decomposing matter is easy, it often pays to enlist professional help to ensure the 
job is done properly.

Gutter maintenance specialists will know what to do if they encounter animals or 
nests, and they may also be able to attend to other quick bits of maintenance, such 
as replacing loose or broken tiles. 

WHY IT’S VITAL TO KEEP YOUR GUTTERS CLEAR 
AND RUNNING SMOOTHLY
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sensory garden is designed to stimulate 
the five basic senses of sight, smell, 
sound, touch and taste, and has the ability to 

enhance your sense of wellbeing, reduce stress and calm 
the mind. Find out the best sensory garden plants and 
features below.

 An evergreen shrub that boasts silvery 
grey foliage and pale yellow flowers, the curry plant 
provides a beautiful aroma and is known for attracting bees 
and other pollinators. Plant in a sunny, sheltered spot in 
well-drained soil and trim regularly to help it keep its shape. 

 Ornamental grasses 
such as pampas grass and architectural seed heads 
add structure and movement to a sensory garden. 

Pick creeping, hanging and straight standing grasses for 
maximum effect.  

 Featuring velvety foliage that looks 
just like a pair of lamb’s ears, this evergreen perennial 
produces stunning purple-pink flowers in the summer 
months that promise to add colour and depth to 
your garden. Plant them in open borders with other 

perennials or grow in containers. 

 Wild strawberry, known 
as fragaria vesca, produces small and super-sweet 
fruit that is perfect for stimulating your senses of smell 

and taste. This plant loves partial sun and fairly damp 
conditions. 

 Easy to grow and care for, lavender can add 
both scent and colour to your garden, as well as attracting 
pollinators. Weave in among other summer-blooming 
flowers or plant near your home to enjoy its strong aroma 
whenever you pop your head outside the door. 

 A water feature such as a pond, 
fountain or bird bath makes a great addition to a sensory 
garden. Providing beautiful reflections, calming sounds and 
contrasting texture, it will also attract wildlife and a wide 
variety of colourful birds. 

A

www.goodlifelodge.com • info@goodlifelodge.com • 0800 564 2266

Luxury Lodges, great fun and 
a great return on investment!

Visit our four fantastic locations today....

Is now really the right time to
sell your home?

I'm Paul Berg and I'm an independent estate agent. Choosing me to sell
your home means the very best level of care and attention to detail - I'm
available whenever you need me, making sure your sale goes as smoothly
and painlessly as possible.

PaulBergEstatesWoodfordGreen paul.berg@exp.uk.com paulberg.exp.uk.com Paul.Berg.Woodford.Green.exp

There’s absolutely no pressure or obligation from having a chat with me,
so give me a call and let’s talk through whether now is the right time for
you to move.

Let’s talk! 07951 529 224

Putting your house on the market is an enormous decision so
it’s important to work with an agent who understands you, your
needs and your motivation for moving.

That person is me!

Well... it depends!
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YOUR PERSONAL 

CONVEYANCING 

SOLICITORS

We are CQS accredited and offer outstanding 
one-on-one service for
l Sales and Purchases – both leasehold & freehold
l Shared Ownership Right to Buys
l Affordable Housing
l Remortgages & Transfer of Equity
l Auction Sales and Purchases
l Lease extensions

0208 088 2941 | www.ttslegal.com | info@ttslegal.com

1-4 The Parade, Monarch Way, Ilford, Essex IG2 7HT

CITY OFFICE: 2nd Floor, Mezzanine, 53 New Oxford Street, London, WC1A 1BL

RESIDENTIAL & 
COMMERCIAL  

CONVEYANCING

CORPORATE 
ACQUISITIONS

GENERAL LITIGATION

FAMILY

WILLS &  
PROBATE

We are on 60 lender panels including most high 

street banks, building societies and first tier lenders

FULLY ACCREDITED AGENCY WITH MANY PROFESSIONAL TENANTS 

FOR RENT GUARANTEE INSURANCE

PLEASE ENQUIRE ON

TO AIMEE OR ANUP  020 3551 6141 

REFERRAL REFERRAL 

VOUCHERVOUCHER
If you know someone looking to Let or Sell their property, 

put them in touch with us today and you can receive 

a £150 John Lewis voucher for a successful referral.

£150£150

O
ur cities are not only more crowded 
than ever before, but more expensive 
too; yet the desire for young people 

to thrive in the heart of these fantastic urban 
spaces is real.

The solution to those priced out of 
traditional accommodation is something 
called Coliving.

It is an innovative social construct that uses 
a new blueprint for accommodation design, 
whereby tenants in a space have individual 

rooms, but shared social and kitchen areas.
The concept is much the same as you would have 

in a student house, though the target market is very 
much young professionals, and the architectural 
and interior finish reflects a demographic who are 
in employment and looking to build careers and 
interactions with like-minded people.

While in terms of location, Coliving can provide a 
huge advantage with reductions in commuting time 

and cost, an additional environmental impact comes 
by way of shared amenities, all-inclusive bills and 
communal events and facilities.

While for some young people the idea of being 
thrown into a space with a number of strangers 
may be daunting, Coliving spaces are typically 
extremely careful to maintain high safety standards 
for residents, with letting agents carefully screening 
both residents and staff, and most include a 24/7 
concierge service to help manage the building.

Coliving also provides flexibility for residents 
who don’t want to be caught in long-term renting 
situations; nor might they have the ability to put a 
large deposit down. Instead, a rental term might be 
for just a few days up to a few months, and longer 
if desired.

What people therefore get is a ready-made 
community of like-minded people, excellent facilities, 
and all the social and practical benefits of living in a 
central, busy part of town. 

THE TREND FOR COMMUNAL LIVING IS HERE, AND IT’S CALLED COLIVING

OF LIVING
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MOUNTAINS

I
f mountain climbing is on your bucket list, there’s no better day to start planning 
your trip than International Mountain Day, which takes place on December 11.

Mountains are home to 15 per cent of the world’s population and about half of 
the world’s ‘biodiversity hotspots’ – areas with the richest concentration of threatened 
plant and animal life. But go carefully and you can experience all the thrills of the 
mountain, while also helping local communities and protecting fragile ecosystems.
Here are three mountains suitable for a range of abilities – though remember, you’ll 

still need a high level of fitness and endurance to tackle any mountain.

Mount Fuji, Japan – 3,776m

The hike along the most popular route to the peak of Mount Fuji takes around eight 
hours. Most climbers start at night to reach the summit at sunrise. The official hiking 
months are July and August.

Pikes Peak, Colorado, United States – 4,302m

This 21km hike in the Rockies lasts the whole day and takes you to the highest 
point on the US mainland. As well as stunning views at the summit, there’s also 
a state-of-the-art visitor centre.

Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania – 5,895m

Most trails up Africa’s highest mountain take five or six days, allowing climbers to 
acclimatise to the thin air as they go. If you’re brave enough, you can even spend 
a night camping in the mountain’s crater.

Mountain facts:

> There are 1,187,049 mountains in the world.
> The tallest sea mountain in the world is Mauna Kea in Hawaii at 10,205m, but more 

than half of it is underwater. Everest is the world’s highest mountain, at 8,848.86m 
above sea level.

> Bhutan is easily the most mountainous country in the world – nearly 99 per cent of 
it is made up of mountains. 

> Annapurna I in Nepal is widely regarded as the most difficult and dangerous 
mountain to climb.

> Around 300,000 people a year climb Mount Fuji, making it the world’s most 
frequently climbed mountain.
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Pikes Peak

Mauna Kea

Kilimanjaro

Mount Everest

Take me to the
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W
ould Elizabeth have become queen if her uncle, King 
Edward VIII, hadn’t renounced the throne to marry the 
woman he loved? And would she have reigned for 

so long?
In December 1936, King Edward VIII abdicated the throne to 

marry divorcee Wallis Simpson. This was because he didn’t want 
to live without the woman he loved by his side and, at the time, the 
Church of England didn’t allow divorced people like Mrs Simpson 
to remarry in church if their ex-spouse was still alive. And as 
Edward was the nominal head of the church, it was felt he had 
no choice but to step aside.
So the crown passed to Edward’s younger brother, who became 

King George VI. When George died in 1952, aged just 56, his elder 
daughter, the 25-year-old Princess Elizabeth, became queen. As 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, she became the UK’s longest-ever 

reigning monarch – leading the country for 70 years until her death 
earlier this year.

But what would have happened if things had gone differently?
What if Edward had married Mrs Simpson but refused to 
give up the throne? Because the couple didn’t have children 

together, Edward’s younger brother George would still have 
been his heir. Edward survived his younger brother by 20 

years – so the crown would have still gone to Elizabeth. 
But this would have happened in 1972, not 1952. So 
she would have ruled for 50 years rather than the 
record-breaking 70.

It’s also possible that Edward would have had at 
least one child if he’d married someone other than 
Mrs Simpson. The line of succession would then 
have passed through this child – and Elizabeth 
may have never become queen. 

Another line of thought is that Edward’s 
attitude to the monarchy and 

politics was troublesome, and 
the monarchy wouldn’t 

have survived his rule. 
But that’s another story.
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BUT COULD IT HAVE BEEN DIFFERENT?
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BIDDING FAREWELL TO THE  

I
f there is one car that portrays the modern era of 
motoring, it is undoubtedly the Ford Fiesta.

It was 1976 when the first Fiestas rolled off the 
Ford production plant in Dagenham, arrowing their 
way to the driveways of motorists looking for an 
affordable, fuel-efficient and fun way to conquer 
the roads.

The Fiesta has always been instantly recognisable 
among an ever-increasing and sometimes 
perplexing range of Ford models. Indeed, even 
though its lifespan traverses four decades and 
eight generations, the car that has shifted more 
than 22 million units – one fifth of those in the 
UK – has always stood out as the ultimate fun  
run-around.

The car has come in saloon, hatchback and even 
convertible versions – always nippy, always chic, 
and with a speediness that belies what has always 
been a modest price tag.

Indeed, the Fiesta epitomised a new generation 
of car buyers through the 1980s, who were keen to 
ditch the clumsy, clunky motors of the era, looking 
instead for a rather more streamlined and sporty 
approach.

Yet while the model arrived as a mark of 
practicality and fashion, it has found its exit 
governed by the same elements, ultimately being 
undone by the green car revolution. Hence Ford is 
also ditching the Galaxy and the S-Max, with the 
last of these being produced next April. Instead, the 
manufacturer – which has slipped to fifth globally in 
recent years, behind Toyota, Volkswagen, Hyundai 
and General Motors – is channelling all its energy 
into three new electric passenger vehicles and a 
further four new commercial models.

The Fiesta’s day may be done, but the car’s 
presence will be celebrated on our roads for many 
years to come.

WITH NEWS THAT THE FORD FIESTA IS TO TAKE A PERMANENT SIESTA, WE CELEBRATE 
THE LEGACY OF THIS BRITISH MOTORING MAINSTAY
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E
ngland’s hard-hitting, bombastic-bowling T20 side are 
the best in the world – their clinching of the World Cup in 
Australia in the middle of November capped a memorable 

few weeks Down Under, in which captain Jos Buttler MBE’s 
side battled back from adversity to lift their first world crown 
since back in 2010.

Chasing a modest Pakistan total of 137 in the Melbourne final, 
an early batting wobble was calmed by the inspirational Ben 
Stokes OBE, as England knocked off the required runs with an 
over to spare.

It was another monstrous moment for Stokes, who has made 
a habit of being England’s go-to man for the big occasion. Indeed, when 
entering the crease with the side 45/3, there were fears his side might wilt at 
the final hurdle, having got themselves into the final despite a group defeat 
to Ireland and a rain washout draw versus Australia.

Perhaps we shouldn’t have worried. After all, it’s getting be something 
of a regular thing, both for Stokes and in the way the England team have 
showed real prowess in their white-ball cricket over the past few years.

Stokes was instrumental as the Three Lions clinched the ODI World 
Cup in 2019, and although he has stepped down from 50-over duties 
now, he will look to overturn the odds and inspire the Test side to 
victory over Australia in next year’s Ashes.

In the final, he smashed 52 off 49 balls to steer his side home, with 
Buttler’s 26 and Harry Brook’s 20 other notable contributions.

No one can question the fact that England were deserving champions. 
On the way to lifting the trophy, they defeated T20 heavyweights New 
Zealand, Sri Lanka and India, and in the final, repelled the threat of 
arguably the most feared bowling attack in the game, as Pakistan 
failed to find the breakthroughs they needed.

BOWLED BOWLED OVEROVER

ENGLAND CLINCH T20 WORLD CUP SUCCESS
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BRITAIN’S GREATEST SPORTING MOMENTS... 
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ach month, we look at one of the most 
significant events in British sporting history. 
This month, we go back 21 years to England’s 

famous 5-1 victory over the Germans at the Olympic 
Stadium in Munich.

“This is getting better and better and better,” 
enthused John Motson OBE as Michael Owen 
sauntered through to propel England into a 4-1 lead 
against old foes Germany. And there was still more to 
come as Emile Heskey made it five, capping a special 
night for Liverpool, as all 
the goals were scored 
by Reds; for Sven-
Göran Eriksson, who 
truly arrived as Three 
Lions’ manager on that 
incredible Saturday 
evening; and for England 
fans everywhere, who 
finally felt justified in 
putting expectation over hope.

Of course, the expectations we had over the so-
called Golden Generation were, in fact, misplaced. 
England crashed out to a freak Ronaldinho goal 
in the World Cup finals the following year, then 
suffered countless other false dawns throughout 
the Noughties, more often than not involving penalty 

shoot-outs… for a change.
However, on that special night in Munich, all was 

good with the world. Very good. England had trailed 
to Carsten Jancker’s fifth-minute goal, but Owen’s 
hat-trick and Steven Gerrard MBE’s piledriver on 
the stroke of half-time confirmed a special night for 
British sport.

Not only had England exorcised the spectre of 
Euros heartbreak five years previously, but they’d 
also exacted revenge on the Germans for the 1-0 

defeat they suffered 
at the old Wembley 
Stadium in 2000 – a 
match that was to be 
Kevin Keegan’s final 
game in charge.

That his replacement, 
the enigmatic Swede 
Eriksson, had turned 
the tide to such an 

extent in the 11 months in between, was a big part 
of arguably the most complete England performance 
of a generation (and right up there with the 4-1 
hammering of the Netherlands at Wembley at the 
1996 Euros).

The project may not have finished the way it should 
have, but we could revel in the glory for one night.
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE V I S I O N  LISTINGS...CALL 0208 088 03860208 088 0386 TODAY

ACCOUNTANT & TAX ADVISORS

ALL THINGS ACCOUNTING 
Accounting & tax services, we help with self-assessment tax 
return, corporation tax return, payroll, VAT return, CIS return & 
bookkeeping. Call 07539 035537 for free initial consultation.

ACUPUNCTURE

HONG WEI CHINESE MEDICAL
Fully qualified & experienced, specialising in women’s health & 
Fertility.  Help with pain relief, emotional disorders, male/female 
conditions.  01708 454888 | hongweichinesemedicine.co.uk

AUDIO & VISUAL

ULTIMATE AV
We create bespoke systems designed and built especially for 
you. Small projects to complete home cinema environments. 
Based in Essex call us on 07531 214339 

BEAUTY & NAILS

BEAUTY BY NATASHA KATIE
A local, mobile LVL Technician. Fully qualified level 2 and 
3 beauty therapist Babtac insured and approved. 07961 
462672

SPECIAL NAILS
Dedicated to provide the best quality nail care for Men & 
Women.  Walk-ins welcome, appointment bookings & gift 
vouchers available.  01708 442248

THE NAIL STUDIO
Nail Studio lets you switch off and pamper with highly skilled 
technicians providing top treatments and nail products to 
meet your every need. 07572 526519

BUILDING

ADDSPACE LONDON LTD
We provide a high quality Building service. Extensions, lofts 
and internal renovations. Members of Federation Master 
Builders. Call 0208 088 2870

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 

ARWIN CLEANING SERVICES
Over 30 yrs of exp, we can offer a professional, efficient and 
cost-effective solution for carpet and upholstery, cleaning 
and maintenance. 07973 417764

CAR & VAN HIRE

SCENIC SELF DRIVE
Your self drive hire specialists.  Whether you require modern 
cars, motorhomes, vans or minibuses.  Rest assured we will 
provide you a professional service 01708 753461

CHESS CLUB

VICKI’S CHESS CLUB
Vicki’s chess coaching - teaches and provides games 
of chess to children and adults in Ilford and Debden.  
Phone Vicki: 07849 435451 | Website: Vickischessclub.uk

CLEARANCE & WASTE

THE CLEARANCE TEAM
From clearing a room, house or garden to clearing an entire 
office block. Fast, reliable and affordable.  Working 24/7 so 
you can book us at your convenience 0207 101 3387

COMPUTER REPAIR & I.T.

MAPTEC IT 
Your local residential & commercial IT specialists. We can fix 
your computers, configure email accounts & printers. Setup 
your Wi-FI, Internet router & network.  0203 865 7174

ELECTRICAL & WHOLESALERS

CH ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS
Essex & East London’s leading electrical wholesalers 
providing the trade & public a professional service with 
access to all leading brands. 01708 730591

ELECTRICIAN

CAPITAL ELECTRICAL SERVICES LTD
Domestic/Commercial, Repairs/Installation, Vehicle Charging 
Points, Portable Appliance Testing, Fire Alarms, Emergency 
Lighting, Installation Condition Reports. Call 0208 088 2916

TACK ELECTRICAL
Local experts. Specialising in domestic alterations, fuseboard, 
additional sockets, Lights, Rewires, Installations and reports 
for homeowners.  No job too small, 0208 088 0779

GLADE ENERGY SERVICES LTD
We cover all types of electrical work in your home. LED 
lighting, Fusebox upgrades, CCTV & Home automation. 
Please call 020 3906 2863

FACIALS & SKINCARE 

VIRGINIA WILLIAMS STUDIO
Providing specialised treatments for common skin concerns: 
sensitive, acne, pigmentation, ageing. Use code VIS10 to get 
10% off first treatment. www.virginia-williams.co.uk 

FINANCIAL SERVICES

PARAGON LEGAL SERVICES LTD 
We will write your will for only £49.99+VAT subject to T&Cs. 
Call FREE on 0800 0747 642 or 01206 544919 Call us for a 
FREE home appointment. www.paragonlegal.co.uk

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
FURNITURE RESTORATION

ABBEY GROUP
Abbey Group are specialist in creating, repairing & restoring 
quality furniture & wood surfaces to the highest standard.  
01708 741135

KINGS UPHOLSTERY
Handmade sofas & chairs designed especially for you to 
your required specifications.  Also providing in re-upholstery 
& repair work. 01708 444125

GARDEN SERVICES

JOHN HEARNE
We take care of it all Lawn Mowing, Weeding, Planting, 
General Tidying, Fence/Shed Painting, Driveway/Patio 
Pressure Washing and more. Call for details 07908 523101

KINGS CUTS TREE SERVICES
A Huge range of tree services available & offer expert 
arboricultural advice, ensuring your trees are looked after 
responsibly.  01708 578030 | 07467 944671

 
HEALTH & WELLBEING 

IMPROVE YOUR SMILE DENTAL PRACTICE
Est. in 1986. Encompassing all needs from basic oral health 
to advanced dental procedures and high-end cosmetic 
treatments. New patients welcome. 0208 504 2704

LOCKSMITHS

KEYTEK LOCKSMITHS
From Lock outs to security upgrades, our fully trained DBS 
checked Locksmiths are the experts | Call 020 3897 2686 
| Quote: 15080

LOFT CONVERSIONS

HIGH END LOFTS LTD
Beautiful Lofts, Expertly Built.  Our “Hand-Holding” service 
takes you from ideas, through Plans & Building Control, to 
make your [home alteration] vision a reality 0208 088 2805

MASTICS AND SEALANTS

QUALITY MASTICS LTD
Bathroom and shower mastic joint sealing. Kitchens, 
windows, floors, external seals around windows. For 
information. Call 01245 520981

PAINTING & DECORATING

TRADITIONAL DECORATIONS 
We are a family run business specialising in turning your 
house into a home. Giving advice on current decorating 
trends. 07737 562406

JAMIE’S PAINTING & DECORATING 
High quality work at reasonable prices. I can also create 
artwork for your walls, to enhance your home décor.  
Call 07526 682903

PLASTERERS

TF PLASTERING LTD  
Professional quality workmanship, over 25 years’ experience. 
Public liability insured. Skimming, coving, dry lining, rendering. 
Free quotes 07738 278036 | 01279 416311. 

PLUMBING & HEATING

KINGS PLUMBING & HEATING  
All work undertaken: All bathrooms, boiler servicing & gas 
safe. 07956 343275 | www.kingsplumbingandheating.co.uk

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 

LILLYWHITE PROPERTY GROUP
For all building works, full refurbishments & property 
maintenance inc heating, plumbing, electrical, decorating, 
flooring, tiling & plastering etc. Call today on 07949 394403

STUART GREEN PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
Property maintenance specialist. Carpentry, painting/
decorating, laminate flooring, bath/shower re-siliconing, 
gutters cleared/repaired, insurance work, PLI. 07917 870879

ROOFING

JIM BARR ROOFING
Exterior cleaning/maintenance. Gutters, Paving, UPVC; 
cleaned, repaired, renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 572459

WHITE GOODS & APPLIANCES

T.E.J. DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
Stockists of all major brands.  Installation available, FREE 
local delivery.  Free standing & Built In Appliances.  Extensive 
stock. 01708 447752

DISCLAIMER:  VISION  does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any 
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other 
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the 
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION .

ACROSS: 1. DIVA, 3. DECLARED, 9. MANACLE, 10. BIPED, 11. SELF-INTEREST, 13. INPUTS, 15. UNSEEN, 
17. APPROACHABLE, 20. PILOT, 21. IGNORES, 22. DARKROOM, 23. SEWS

DOWN: 1. DOMESTIC, 2. VINYL, 4. ERECTS, 5. LABYRINTHINE, 6. RIPOSTE, 7. DODO, 8. SCRIPTWRITER, 
12. INVERSES, 14. POPULAR, 16. CASINO, 18. BARGE, 19. SPED 
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ACROSS

1. Prima donna (4)

3. Stated emphatically (8)

9. Shackle (7)

10. Animal that walks on two 

legs (5)

11. Narcissism (4-8)

13. Contributes information (6)

15. Not noticed (6)

17. Easy to converse with (12)

20. Person who flies an aircraft (5)
21. Pays no attention to (7)

22. Where photographs are 

developed (8) 

23. Stitches (4)

Down

1. Relating to the home (8) 

2. Type of plastic (5)

4. Constructs a building (6) 

5. Intricate and confusing (12) 

6. Retaliatory action (7)

7. Extinct bird (4)

8. Author of screenplays (12)      14. Liked by many people (7) 18. Flat-bottomed boat (5)

12. Opposites (8)      16. Gambling house (6)  19. Moved quickly (4)

did you know?

uChristmas takes place on December 25 – 
the day the Roman Catholic Church chose 
to mark Jesus’ birthday. No one actually 
knows the exact date Jesus was born.

uNot everyone celebrates Christmas on  
the same day. For example, Greek 
Orthodox Christians often celebrate on 
January 7.

uMany Christmas traditions come from the 
Victorian era, including crackers, roast 
turkey and gift-giving.

uChristmas trees were first seen in Germany 
in the 16th century, when fir trees were 
decorated with fruit and nuts.

uJingle Bells was originally a Thanksgiving 
song written in 1850.

uIt only took six weeks for Charles Dickens 
to write A Christmas Carol.
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020 8504 2704 
improveyoursmile.co.uk 
162 HIGH ROAD  WOODFORD GREEN IG8 9EF 

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST

ENJO
Y A WHITER SMILE

ASK AT RECEPTIO
N

GIFT 
VOUCHER 

 £350*

W O O D F O R D  H O U S E  D E N TA L  P R A C T I C E

Make Christmas dreams come true  
with a whiter smile GIFT VOUCHER    
* INITIAL CONSULTATIONS FOR SAFE, EFFECTIVE TOOTH WHITENING ARE FREE


